LOWE WOODS TRAIL
Approx. 1.5 hrs.
Trailhead 1: From North Lynx bus stop, walk on Summit Road to the first switchback; trail on right marked with blue Snowshoe Trail signs & blue tape.
Trailhead 2: From Club Sugarbush North Road Extension; trail on right marked with blue Snowshoe Trail signs & blue tape.
Trailhead 3: From Club Sugarbush North Road Extension; trail on right marked with blue Snowshoe Trail signs & blue tape.
Duration: approx. 1.5 hrs.
Trail offers the option to loop or go point-to-point with 3 trailheads. Slight elevation changes. Shuttle bus access only (no trailhead parking). Park at Lincoln Peak base area and call Mad Bus for pick-up. Terrain is more isolated and consists of mixed hardwoods and softwoods with some wet spots that can be easily crossed. Look for active wildlife signs.
INTERMEDIATE
VILLAGE WOODS TRAIL
Duration: approx. 2 hrs.
An aerobic point-to-point trail with 600+ ft elevation change. Shuttle bus access only (no trailhead parking). Park at Lincoln Peak base area and call Mad Bus for pick-up. Terrain is more isolated and consists of mixed hardwoods and softwoods with several stream crossings. Trail includes old growth forest with active wildlife signs; most ‘wild’ of LP trails.
ADVANCED
GATE HOUSE TRAIL
Duration: approx. 2.5 hrs
Our most aerobic out-and-back hike; climbs 800+ ft to Castlerock Ski Trail. The terrain offers a mix of hardwoods and softwoods with some wet spots that can be easily crossed. Look for ski area views to the south, bear-marked beech trees and animal tracks.
SNOWSHOE TRAIL DESCRIPTIONS
BEGINNER
WARREN HOUSE TRAIL
Duration: approx. 45 min.
Gentle out-and-back trail with loop at the far end; little elevation change; parallels Clay Brook. Terrain offers mixed softwoods and hardwoods; quiet and secluded though close to human activity. Look for bear-marked beech trees and animal tracks.
CLIFFS TRAIL
Duration: approx. 45 min.
Out and back trail with slight elevation changes and mixed softwoods and hardwoods with some wet spots that can be easily crossed. Look for moose, deer and animal tracks.
LOWER WOODS TRAIL
Approx. 1.5 hrs.
Trailhead 1: From North Lynx bus stop, walk on Summit Road to the first switchback; trail on right marked with blue Snowshoe Trail signs & blue tape.
Trailhead 2: At the intersection of the Sugarbush Access Road and Golf Course Road; trail marked with blue Snowshoe Trail signs & blue tape.
Trailhead 3: From Club Sugarbush North Road Extension; trail on right marked with blue Snowshoe Trail signs & blue tape.
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